World Vision is committed to partnering with the Connecting creation of products and services with business for and with disaster-affected communities. We will do this by investing in research and the collection, quality evidence. We will do this by investing in research and the collection, product gaps; pre-position partnerships, support mutual capacity building, local and national businesses & academia.

Where appropriate, World Vision will work towards collective outcomes that address humanitarian and resilience building needs through innovation and evidence, and by adopting better practices and systems to use and value comparative advantage among actors, whether local, national or international, private sector, innovation, food security, gender, religious, people-centered approach.

Inidcate any cross-cutting areas that relate to what would it be?

Achievements to date – at a glance: pls highlight concrete actions taken and their result

Enhance humanitarian actors' strategic and operational efficiencies through platforms that improve information sharing; management and networking – jointly identify needs, service and communities.

World Vision is committed to promoting ethical principled humanitarian and business engagement; multi-stakeholder coordination in response and recovery at various levels, including the role of business to provide inputs on humanitarian and resilient disaster management (ex: USAID; Australian Philantrophist; etc. which was launched at WHS, and sits on its steering committee.

World Vision reached the combined total of 22% of crisis-affected population in 2016 (for June-Dec 2016)

The humanitarian field under-invests in R&D and thus practice is not based on robust evidence.

Building on WV’s prior initiative of “Beyond Gift-in-Kind; Business4Disaster Management” that contributed to the establishment of HPPP (launched in March 2016) and its transition potentially negatively impacting WV's long-term presence in fragile contexts enabling WV to promote its humanitarian research priorities initiative, WV is supporting the ELRHA humanitarian research priorities initiative, which was launched at USIC, and sits on its steering committee.

World Vision reached the combined total of 22% of crisis-affected population in 2016 (for June-Dec 2016)

Good progress – the WV-initiated and co-facilitated Emergency Simulation session and previous HPPP steering Committee meetings facilitated the role of humanitarian actors, including humanitarian business partnerships in business action to learning to be better周年后的现场反应. Need to adapt existing tools, material for emergency business-humanitarian/disaster management and reflect local business’ interests overlaps with opportunities to business to engage at field level!

Reported through commitments in 4A and 4C areas
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The Global Alliance for Urban Crises (GAUC) is an international network of organizations and experts working to strengthen urban crisis response and resilience. The GAUC aims to "create an urban resilience ecosystem that supports cities in preparing for and responding to urban crises," as articulated in its charter.

The GAUC’s vision is to create an urban resilience ecosystem that supports cities in preparing for and responding to urban crises by creating an urban resilience ecosystem that supports cities in preparing for and responding to urban crises. The GAUC’s mission is to create an urban resilience ecosystem that supports cities in preparing for and responding to urban crises by creating an urban resilience ecosystem that supports cities in preparing for and responding to urban crises.

The GAUC’s goals include:

1. Strengthening the institutional capacity for prevention, preparedness, and response in urban humanitarian crises by ensuring a basic understanding of risk management and risk reduction, and the role of the private sector in supporting urban crisis response.
2. Actively supporting the core functions of the Alliance by providing support to cities and communities in their efforts to prepare for and respond to urban crises.
4. Lead efforts to urbanise Sphere in its 2018 update and beyond.

The GAUC operates through a Secretariat, which is responsible for managing the network’s activities and facilitating collaboration among member organizations. The Secretariat coordinates the work of the Alliance’s Steering Group and Advisory Committee, and facilitates the development of research and evidence-based approaches, and the sharing of knowledge and best practices.

The GAUC’s activities include:

1. Developing and disseminating guidance and best practices for urban crisis response.
2. Facilitating the deployment of urban leaders, managers, and technical experts to support cities in their efforts to prepare for and respond to urban crises.
3. Facilitating the development of urban resilience and urban planning strategies.

The GAUC’s success is measured by the impact of its activities on urban crisis response, as well as the extent to which it has strengthened the institutional capacity for prevention, preparedness, and response in urban humanitarian crises.